
 BlackRock & Politicized Capital Markets -- "Patient Zero" documents 

BlackRock CEO Larry Fink’s recent letters, and a WSJ op-ed “The Plot to Politicize Banking”, 

recalled past discoveries from open-records pursuits involving the campaign for mandatory 

"climate risk disclosure”. “CRD” and its various rhetorical re-framings aim to restrict 

hydrocarbon energy interests’ access to capital.  

As put in a WSJ LTE: 

 

‘Social investing’ campaigns include not only promotion of preferred investments but a 

determined effort to disable these investments’ competition. That darker flip side involves 

a “climate risk disclosure” industry. Players in this “CRD” movement include state 

attorneys general, comptrollers and treasurers, and lawmakers combining with public 

pension funds, interest groups and, of course, contingency-fee lawyers. Even academics 

admit to expecting a taste of the expected settlement fund. 

 

The campaign seeks to impede access to capital—one player called it “divestment through 

value destruction.” The effective goal is to coerce “confessions” in energy-related 

interests’ public filings that catastrophic man-made global warming is a real problem of 

https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/larry-fink-ceo-letter
https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/blackrock-client-letter
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-plot-to-politicize-banking-11579046350
mailto:https://eelegal.org/ee-legal-letters-issue-xiv-state-city-investment-officers-the-next-stop-for-climate-change-industry-divestment-through-value-destruction-campaign/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/john-bogle-and-the-rockefeller-fund-respond-1517248957?cx_testId=17&cx_testVariant=cx&cx_artPos=0&cx_tag=personal?cx_campaign=poptart&mod=cx_poptart#cxrecs_s
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which they constitute a significant part, that their reserves are in fact worth little to 

nothing and their previous filings and other statements constitute actionable misdeeds, 

possibly fraud. 

 

Given its newfound prominence among regulators, and open-records scrutiny of some of the 

state and city treasurer/comptroller offices active in the campaign, consider the below records. 

They affirm that, notably, this BlackRock-led campaign was midwifed contemporaneously with 

the climate litigation push; was also coordinated by disgraced former New York Attorney 

General Eric Schneiderman’s Office (key players still there); promoted by Rhode Island 

senators; with the obligatory Rockefeller component (Rockefeller Financial Asset Management). 
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These parallels with the climate campaign continued with the Rockefeller Family Fund’s Lee 

Wasserman — who, with tort lawyer Matt Pawa initiated Eric Schneiderman’s Climate-RICO 

coalition — chiming in with a cheerleading Journal LTE, right below the one cited above.1 

 

These players are joined by Ceres, some “social investing” outlets that very deliberately 

occupied certain SEC committees such as the IAC (Investor as Owner Committee), and some 

labor pension funds. 

 

Sometime after the NY OAG email listing the core group, we see a damning confession, if one 

nonetheless somewhat guarded on certain details. Prompted by this item: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 In an interesting side note, a 2018 WSJ editorial suggested that the disconnect between California’s 

assertions to investors and to the courts about climate risk, pointed out by energy company defendants in 

“climate nuisance” suits, could prompt the SEC to abandon its hands off approach and, beginning with at 

least local governments, cleverly take steps toward the mandatory “CRD” agenda. 
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Elsewhere one sees what record productions revealed about the BlackRock partnership with 

NRDC, part of the lobbying campaign these groups undertook in comptroller offices and with 

sympathetic SEC Commissioners, according to public record productions. Other examples: 
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It was also  in 2016 that we were treated to the damning quote about this campaign, ”divestment 

through value destruction”, from one of its proponents (Michael Liebreich, the founder and 

chairman of the advisory board of Bloomberg New Energy Finance). 

https://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/the-climate-summit-of-money
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